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“the Amnesty law”) 

Rights (“the European Convention”) and its Protocols. 

Council of Europe Project “Support to criminal justice reform in Ukraine”, 

It is the act of a government “forgetting” about 

allow a kind of “new start” in applying criminal l

victim’s programmes, 



Torture has stated that amnesties and pardons “violate the principle of non

derogability”.

is of the utmost importance for the purposes of an “effective remedy” that 

should not be permissible.”

The present legal amendment is not formally called “Amnesty Law”, but 

explains its aim only in one sentence: “This law is intended

December 2013.”

“Amnesty shall be declared by a 

Law of Ukraine”, under Art. 92 of the Constitut



124. I of the Ukrainian Constitution “Justice shall be administered exclusively 

l be prohibited”. A law on amnest

an “appropriation”. Even if such “appropriation” is legal, because 

The “Amnesty Law” 

Article 24 of the Ukrainian Constitution states: “

”



The initial amnesty under Law of Ukraine №712 VІІ of 19 December 2013, 

which applied only to the ‘

21November 2013’, raises concerns as to the unqualified scope of crimes it has 

“Amnesty ” was

See the CPT’s Report on the visit to Ukraine from 23 May to 3 June 2005, CPT/Inf (2006) 24, 

http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/sites/eng/Pages/search.aspx#{


the “Amnesty ” passed by the Verkhovna

provided for “persons who are suspected or accused”

benefit from the “elimination of the

negative impacts” of criminal law, is clear. But, 

The objective scope is defined by the list of offences, as long as they are “related 

to the mass protests”. To benefit from the “amnesty”, who will

that the offence is related to the “mass protests”. Will it be sufficient for the 

The term “related to the mass protests” gives the court some 



The “amnesty” does not cover the so

“eliminating negative impact” of criminal procedure and criminal sanctions, but 

The “release of criminal liability” under this 

this article a “trial”. And this “trial” can be held 



ticipation of the mass protests, to be benefited from the “release” 

Subsidiary application of the Criminal Code, the CPC and the “Law of 

Amnesty”

“ mass protests” will 
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ngs”, entails risks that are no

“ law” 
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